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SOVIET RETURN TO THE UN 

By returning to the UN, the USSR is seeking to re-  
establish maximum diplomatic and propaganda maneuverability 
and perhaps to  lay the groundwork for a negotiated settlement 
in Korea if the turn of events there convinces the Kremlin of 
the need for such a settlement. The Soviet Unfon may also hope 
to gain support in Asia by attacking the highly vulnerable US 
position on Taiwan. 

The Soviet boycott was proving mope and more dis- 

the USSR the use'of €he UN 
h it could obstruct wol'ld itction in 

sounding board. for Soviet propa - 
.probably reasoned that by boy- 

advantageous to the USSR. Purely aside from failing to accom- 
plish its avowed purpose--seating the Chinese Commuiibt re- 
presentative--the boyc 
either as a medium thro 
support of South Korea 
ganda. Moreover, the 
cotthg the UN it was contkihting both'to the potentialities 6f 

Soviet aggression. 

. 

questions of Korea and China as well a s  to save 'face by demonstrat- 
ing that it has not abandoned the issue which precipitatedae boytott 
and is therefore not returning to the UN out of weakness. More- 
over, the USSR is under no immediate compulsion to seek a 
settIement of the Korean issue while UN forces are stiU suffering 
reverses in Korea. For the present, therefore, the W m l i n  ciL;d be 
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expected to make every effort to prevent the UN from focussing 
its a t t e n t h  exclusively on North Korean aggression. In such 
an effort, the USSR will concentrate its attacks where it con- 
siders the US to be most vulnerable--namely, tQe question of 
Chinese representation in the UN and the US stand regarding 
Formosa. 

the USSR probably believes 
that it must offer some form.dfrnegotiated %*.4 *La..* settlement in Korea 
if it is to counter the effe 

rotect its position 

In the longer run, h& 

rean war has had in stimu- 

successes continue, any 
Soviet peace offer w go beyond proposals for 
the withdrawal of UN and the holding of all- 
Korean elections pos international 
supervision. The such formub to 
portray the Soviet 

also be designed to cap +orean victories by 

eventual UN cou 

move to cross the 
38th Parallel. 
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